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AMPS 5.3

The Power of AMPS, Faster and Easier




Evaluate Now




























New Features



AMPS 5.3 adds sophisticated new features like paginated subscriptions, select lists, priority queues, custom acknowledgement intervals, advanced message management for queues, monitoring improvements, performance enhancements and more!






Maximum performance



AMPS has powered some of the most demanding financial applications on the planet for years — now see how it can take your applications to the next level of performance and reliability.






















Learn


Click here to learn about AMPS, our advanced message processing system.












Crank Up The AMPS


Start using AMPS for evaluation today!












Contact Us


Have questions? Ask us anything!

















Latest Blog Posts
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Bookmark State Without a Filesystem: Ultimate Director's Cut







  Apr 6, 2023   |   
  Dirk Myers



Learn how a RecoveryPointAdapter makes it even easier to recover bookmark state without a filesystem.
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Cascading Mesh Replication Configuration







  Feb 2, 2023   |   
  Dirk Myers



Learn how to configure AMPS replication for a cascading mesh of instances.
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Reloaded: Monitor Your AMPS Instances with Prometheus and Grafana







  Jul 7, 2022   |   
  Pavel K. and Dirk Myers



Learn about integrating AMPS Admin API with Prometheus and Grafana in this blog post!
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How Is AMPS Used?


In use by major Fortune 500 companies, AMPS drives the most data-intensive mission-critical applications such as trading desks, analytic grids, reporting applications, view servers, workload management, and more.

What these applications have in common is a need for reliable high-volume, low-latency messaging with advanced features that go beyond simple pub-sub or point-to-point messaging. AMPS makes it easy to build applications that provide the lowest levels of latency and highest overall throughput by providing built-in features such as historical replay, a real-time database with continuous queries and aggregation, focus tracking, incremental message updates and other advanced features that typically require extensive custom processing in your application.

You don't have to be a performance guru to make these systems sing. You just have to crank up the AMPS.















Notifications and News



Subscribe to notifications from 60East and the 60East newsletter. We'll mail you every few months with the articles and trends in High-Performance Computing that we're paying attention to. We'll let you know what's new in AMPS, and what 60East has been up to. You can also request release announcements, and get notification when a new article posts to our blog.



Naturally, you can opt-out at any time, and we won't use your email information for anything nefarious (see our privacy policy).


Go to the signup form to get started!
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Our privacy policy has been updated.
As described in our privacy policy, we use cookies to run our site and improve its usability. By using our site you agree to our privacy policy including our use of cookies.


Learn More...
Accept




